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Yolanda took a deep breath and sheathed his sword before saying, “I have a request… If you agree to it,

I’ll give the two of you a choice in the end as well.”

His words sounded terribly vague.

It was not just Chyntia and Rowan who did not understand it, but the warriors on the spectator stands

were just as confused. They could not understand what Yolanda was saying, and what his new scheme

was.

Of course, Yolanda was not troubled by their cluelessness. He merely wanted to make sure his plans

would work out.

He smiled calmly. “I didn’t come to Capture Hall for my personal grudges. Seven Life Points will only get

out one top-level treasure…”

Everyone was even more confused at that.

What was this guy saying?

Seven Life Points was ‘only’ able to yield one treasure?

It sounded as if he was not satisfied with just the best treasure, and this sounded beyond arrogant!

He was not satisfied even with the beast of the treasures?

Did he not know the rules of the Capture Hall?

Everyone could only participate once. They only had one chance and could only get one reward!

What did it matter if he was not happy with the rewards?

Was he planning on changing the whole system?

“What is this guy saying? Is he going crazy again?” grumbled a warrior from a second-grade world.

A fellow disciple next to him said, “Who knows? In the end, there’s nothing normal about this guy.”

Rowan’s lips twitched speechlessly.

He glared at Yolanda sinisterly and said, “Did a donkey kick your head? Even if you’re trying to brag,

shouldn’t you think about it before you do? We’ll put aside your ability to get the best rewards for now.

Even if you do, you’ll only be able to get one ofthem! Are you really planning on getting two?”

Yolanda raised an eyebrow, not caring much about Rowan’s rudeness.

“There’s no difference to me whether all of you are on the stage or not. You won’t help me even if you’re

there and I’ll lose out on Life Points instead, so I’m hoping that none of you will do anything when the next

beast appears. I’ll deal with it myself.”

It was as though a bomb had gone off among the spectators.

The more Yolanda spoke, the more they believed he was bragging, and he shocked them every time.

From the way he spoke, it was like he was planning on defeating a beast that might not be able to be

defeated by a team of ten alone!

Furthermore, Yolanda looked tranquil when he made his request.

Rowan was stunned in place, not knowing what to do.

Yolanda was no longer just simply bragging but telling tales that made no sense!

It was true after all that there were all sorts of people in the world. He never saw anyone so arrogant.

Yolanda sounded like he was the strongest person in the Whirling World.

Rowan frowned in exasperation. He had been wondering if he should attack at that moment or save it to

the end, but Yolanda caused everything to go beyond just simple logic.

A warrior that was quite strong in the audience frowned and said, “Honestly, I never thought this guy was

an idiot. Those who claimed he was a fool met their fate. He’s still skilled himself, and I can vaguely

speculate on his plan…”

“Though the Star Continent had been deeply offended, there is no way to tell what the masked man looks

like from his face. No one knows his true identity. As long as he can safely leave this place and establish a

new identity, it’s not like he has no chance of changing his identity and living on. Even in the arena, with

his skills, it’s not like he can’t win! It’s just that I can’t understand anything else…”

That person voiced out the thoughts of a few people there.

Yolanda’s expression had been calm the whole time as if he was sure of victory. Initially, everyone thought

he was really faking it. Otherwise, it would be an incredibly confusing situation.
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